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Abstract For some years, choice-based conjoint analysis (CBC) has demonstrated its superiority over other preference measurement alternatives. So, e.g.,
in a recent study on German and Polish cola consumers, the superiority of CBC
over traditional conjoint analysis (TCA) was striking. As one reason for this
superiority, the usage of hierarchical Bayes for CBC parameter estimation was
mentioned (CBC/HB). This paper clarifies whether this really makes the difference: Hierarchical Bayes is also used for TCA parameter estimation (TCA/HB).
The application to the above mentioned data shows, that this improves the
predictive validity compared to TCA but is still inferior to CBC/HB in “high
data quality cases". However, in “low data quality cases" TCA/HB is superior
to CBC/HB.
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1 Introduction
In marketing and market research, the application of preference measurement
methods for modeling choices among multi-attributed products has a long
history. Maybe the best known family of methods is conjoint analysis (CA).
CA started its success in the 1960s and 1970s as an approach that allows to
estimate part worths for attribute-levels from rankings or ratings of attributelevel-combinations using regression-like procedures (see, e.g., Green and Rao,
1971). Green et al (2001) used in their overview on CA methods the term
traditional CA (TCA) for approaches that rely on ranking and/or rating data.
It should be mentioned that in TCA the usage of MONANOVA or ANOVA
for parameter estimation leads in many cases to rather similar results (see, e.g.,
Green and Srinivasan, 1978). This is mostly ascribed to the misfit between few
observations and many parameters at the desired individual modeling level.
Also, in TCA, despite many methodological improvements over the years (e.g.
adaptive conjoint analysis), the basic five application steps remained the same
(see, e.g., Green et al, 2001):
1. Determine the attributes and levels that influence the customer’s choice
decisions.
2. Design a set of fictional attribute-level-combinations (stimuli) for data
collection.
3. Collect preferential evaluations of these stimuli from a sample of customers.
4. Derive part worths for the attribute-levels using regression-like procedures.
5. Predict the choices of each customer in an assumed market scenario and
aggregate them to market shares or sales volumes.
However, today, not TCA but choice-based CA (CBC) (see, e.g., Louviere
and Woodworth, 1983; Sawtooth Software, 2013a) is most frequently applied
(see, e.g., Selka and Baier, 2014; Selka et al, 2014, for recent overviews on
commercial applications). With CBC, in step 3, instead of rating or ranking
attribute-level-combinations, the respondents are repeatedly confronted with
sets of attribute-level-combinations (so-called choice sets) and asked to select
the most preferred ones. Then, in step 4, a multinomial logit model is used for
estimation. However, even more severe as TCA, CBC suffers from the misfit
between few observations and many parameters at the individual modeling
level. As a consequence only pooled models could be estimated (assuming
that groups of customers have identical part worths). Here, hierarchical Bayes
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(HB) methods for CBC part worth estimation (see, e.g., Allenby and Lenk,
1994; Sawtooth Software, 2009) provided the solution: Observations are shared
across respondents during estimation. So, it is possible to estimate individual
part worths from few observations per respondent.
Comparison studies (see, e.g., Elrod et al, 1992; Oliphant et al, 1992; Vriens
et al, 1998; Moore et al, 1998; Moore, 2004; Karniouchina et al, 2009; Baier
et al, 2015) have shown that CBC outperforms TCA in many cases, especially
when CBC/HB is used for parameter estimation. However, since also HB
methods exist to estimate TCA model parameters (see, e.g., Lenk et al, 1996;
Baier and Polasek, 2003; Sawtooth Software, 2013b; Baier, 2014), the question
remains unanswered whether CBC/HB is also superior to TCA/HB. This paper
tries to close this gap. In Sect. 2 TCA/HB and in Sect. 3 CBC/HB are shortly
described. Then, in Sect. 4, the data from Baier et al (2015) are used to compare
TCA/HB and CBC/HB. Section 5 closes with a short conclusion and outlook.

2 Hierarchical Bayes Traditional Conjoint Analysis (TCA/HB)
Let y1 , . . . , yn 2 Rm describe observed preferential evaluations from n respondents (i = 1, ..., n) w.r.t. to m stimuli ( j = 1, ..., m). yi j denotes the observed
preference value of respondent i w.r.t. stimulus j. X 2 Rm⇥p denotes the characterization of the m stimuli by p variables. In case of nominal or ordinal
attribute-levels a dummy- or an effect-coding is used. The observed evaluations
are assumed to come from the following (lower hierarchical) model:
yi = Xb
b i + e i,

for i = 1, . . . , n

with e i ⇠ N(0, s 2 I),

(1)

with I as the identity matrix, s 2 as an error variance parameter.
The individual part worths b 1 , . . . , b n are assumed (higher hierarchical
model) to come from a multivariate normal distribution with mean part worth
vector µ 2 R p and a (positive definite) covariance matrix H 2 R p⇥p :
b i ⇠ N(µ
µ , H) i = 1, . . . , n.

(2)

For estimating the model parameters (µ
µ , H, b 1 , . . . , b n , s 2 ), Bayesian procedures provide a mathematically tractable way that combines distributional
information about the model parameters with the likelihood of the observed
data. The result of this combination, the empirical posterior distribution of the
model parameters, is generated by (Gibbs) sampling a sequence of draws from
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the conditional distributions of the model parameters (see, e.g., Lenk et al, 1996;
Baier and Polasek, 2003; Sawtooth Software, 2013b; Baier, 2014, for details)
using iteratively the following four steps (starting, e.g., with random values as
estimates for the model parameters):
1. Use present estimates of b 1 , . . . , b n and H to generate a new estimate of µ .
µ is assumed to be distributed normally with mean equal to the average of
the b 1 , . . . , b n and covariance matrix equal to H divided by the number of
respondents. Randomly draw a new estimate of µ from this distribution.
2. Use present estimates of b 1 , . . . , b n and µ to draw a new estimate of H from
an inverse Wishart distribution in the following way:
•
•
•
•

Calculate G = pI + Âni=1 (µ
µ b i )0 (µ
µ b i ).
Apply a Cholesky decomposition to G 1 s.t. G 1 = FF0 .
0
Draw n + p vectors ui from N(0, I), calculate S = Ân+p
i=1 (Fui )(Fui ) .
Set H = S 1 .

3. Use present estimates of µ , H, and s 2 to draw new estimates of b 1 , . . . , b n
from the following conditional distributions (i = 1, ..., n):
b i ⇠ N(µ
µ i , G) with G = (H

1

+s

2

X0 X) 1 , µ i = G(H

1

µ +s

2

X0 yi ).

4. Use present estimates of µ , H, and b 1 , . . . , b n to generate a new estimate of
s 2 by a similar – but scalar – approach as in step 2.
The final estimates of the model parameters are obtained by averaging the
repeated draws from the above four steps. Here often the draws from the first
– so-called burn-in – iterations are omitted.

3 Hierarchical Bayes Choice-Based Conjoint Analysis (CBC/HB)
CBC differs from TCA insofar that respondents are repeatedly confronted with
(choice) sets of attribute-level-combinations (stimuli) and asked to select the
most preferred one. So, at the (lower hierarchical) level, the choice of stimulus
j0 out of J alternatives ( j = 1, ..., J) has to be modeled. As usual in multinomial
logit models
pi j0 =

exp(x j0 b i )
Â j=1 exp(x j b i )

(3)
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is the probability that the respondent i selects stimulus j0 (assuming an independently, identically type I extreme distributed additional error in the utilities, see,
e.g., Louviere and Woodworth, 1983; Sawtooth Software, 2013a). x j denotes
the characterization of the alternative j in this choice task ( j = 1, ..., J). As with
TCA/HB, the individual part worths b 1 , . . . , b n are assumed (higher hierarchical
model) to come from a multivariate normal distribution with mean part worth
vector µ 2 R p and a (positive definite) covariance matrix H 2 R p⇥p :
b i ⇠ N(µ
µ , H) i = 1, . . . , n.

(4)

Again, for estimating the model parameters (µ
µ , H, b 1 , . . . , b n ), Bayesian
procedures are used. The steps are similar as above, only the draws w.r.t. the
b 1 , . . . , b n ) differ. Here, a Metropolis Hastings algorithm has to be used. For
details see Allenby and Lenk (1994) and Sawtooth Software (2009).

4 Empirical studies: Experiments and Results
For testing whether CBC/HB is superior to TCA/HB the data from Baier et al
(2015) are used. The multi-attributed product under investigation was – as
already mentioned – cola to be bought in the supermarket with the attributes
brand (with levels Coca Cola, Pepsi Cola, other brand), flavor (Cola, Cola with
orange, Cola with lemon, Cola with cherry), calorie content (normal, light,
zero), caffeine content (caffeinated, caffeine-free), price (0.59 e/l, 0.69 e/l,
0.79 e/l, 0.89 e/l), and bottle size (0.5 l, 1 l, 1.5 l, 2 l). The usage of the unit
price per volume (e/l) is somewhat problematic since the respondents are used
to buy colas at absolute prices (e), but they were explicetely informed about
this difference from the usual buying situation.
The data collection took place at two universities near the German-Polish
border. The first experiment in each country was an offline-experiment with
a TCA task. For TCA, 25 stimuli were generated using orthogonal plans as
proposed by SPSS Conjoint to the above number of attributes and levels. In
Germany 199 respondents participated in the TCA experiment, in Poland 194.
The second experiment in each country was an online-experiment with a CBC
task. The respondents were confronted with 18 choice sets, each consisting
of four attribute-level-combinations plus a no-choice option. The number of
stimuli and choice sets is somewhat high in both experiments, but the students
received an incentive and accepted the (complicated) tasks. In Germany 169
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respondents participated in the CBC experiment, in Poland 225. All experiments (also the online-experiments) were performed in a controlled laboratory
situation: Interviewers informed the respondents about their tasks and observed
the answering process. As an incentive for participating, in all experiments, the
respondents received a voucher for a small bottle of cola in the cafeteria of their
university. All experiments closed with the same holdout choice task (eight
identical holdout choice sets were presented) to evaluate the predictive validity.
All experiments were performed during four weeks in May and June 2013.
As discussed in Baier et al (2015), the data collection in all four experiments
was possible without problems. However, in all experiments, data inspection
showed that there were cheating respondents when filling out the questionnaires:
Some obviously didn’t sort the stimuli with great efforts (resulting in “similar"
orderings compared to the stimuli numbers), some used some simplifying rules
when selecting stimuli in the choice sets (e.g. always selecting the first stimulus
in the set). The total number of such directly observable cheaters was small
(e.g. about 10 % in the Polish samples, 5 % in the German samples), but this
supported the impression that the Polish samples were data “of lower quality"
than the German samples.
The TCA data were analyzed in Baier et al (2015) using MONANOVA as
implemented in SPSS Conjoint whereas the CBC data were analyzed using
Sawtooth Software’s CBC/HB software (Sawtooth Software, 2009). The “directly observed" low data quality of the Polish samples is reflected in the model
fit: So, e.g., 16 from the 194 respondents in the Polish TCA sample showed
a Pearson correlation of 0.7 or lower when comparing the observed and the
estimated preference values. In the German TCA sample only three respondents
showed such a low model fit. On average, the Polish respondents showed a
Pearson correlation of 0.858 whereas the German respondents showed a Pearson
correlation of 0.982. Similar differences can be observed between the Polish
and German CBC samples. So, we refer to the two German experiments in the
following as a “high data quality case" whereas the two Polish experiments are
referred to as the “low data quality case". Especially in the “high data quality
case", the CBC experiment showed in Baier et al (2015) a clear superiority w.r.t.
predictive validity.
Now, for the research question in this paper, we analyzed also the TCA data
with hierarchical Bayes procedures. We used Sawtooth Software’s Hierarchical Bayes Regression software for this purpose (Sawtooth Software, 2013b)
with 50,000 draws as burn-ins and 10,000 draws for calculating the parameter estimates. We used constraints w.r.t. the price levels in order to prevent
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Table 1 Averaged standardized part worths and attribute importances for the different samples in Germany and Poland (TCA/HB=Hierarchical Bayes Traditional Conjoint Analysis, CBC/HB=Hierarchical
Bayes Choice-Based Conjoint Analysis); sample differences between Germany and Poland were ttested; *: significant at a=.05, **: at a=.01, ***: at a=.001
Averaged standardized part worths (std. dev.)
Germany
Attribute

Level

TCA/HB
(n=199)

Poland

CBC/HB
(n=169)

TCA/HB
(n=194)

CBC/HB
(n=225)

Brand Coca Cola .181 (.201)
Pepsi Cola .072 (.108)
Other .091*** (.141)

.172
.075
.015

(.127) .141 (.157)
(.073) .119 (.144)
(.035) .120* (.156)

Flavor

.241
.094
.132
.060

(.140) .111
(.111) .055
(.117) .125
(.100) .150***

Calorie

Cola
.236
W. orange .119
W. lemon .153
W. cherry .089*
Normal
Light
Zero

.167
.064
.042

(.188)
(.152)
(.146)
(.124)

Price

.59 e/l
.69 e/l
.79 e/l
.89 e/l

.029
.022
.011
.000

Bottle
size

0.5 l
1l
1.5 l
2l

.085***
.079*
.054
.033

(.072)
(.049)
(.029)
(.000)

(.172)
(.141)
(.164)

(.137) .164*** (.162)
(.078) .072 (.109)
(.130) .105 (.111)
(.115) .101 (.135)

(.156) .193 (.167) .086** (.084)
(.097) .086* (.081) .086*** (.085)
(.076) .046 (.096) .037 (.067)

Caffeine Caffein. .128*** (.138)
C.-free
.009 (.036)

.144
.121
.088

.064
.037
.048

(.080)
(.056)
(.071)

.083
.014

(.092)
(.045)

.039
.034

(.062)
(.049)

.035
.026

(.049)
(.060)

.087***
.060***
.038***
.013***

(.095)
(.065)
(.044)
(.025)

.097
.031
.002
.000

(.071)
(.037)
(.001)
(.000)

.130*
.100***
.086***
.044***

(.148)
(.074)
(.079)
(.094)

.056
.059
.071
.075

(.090)
(.075)
(.075)
(.108)

(.093) .027
(.085) .061
(.064) .049
(.051) .048**

(.049) .049 (.059)
(.052) .106** (.090)
(.050) .112** (.094)
(.056) .093 (.090)

Averaged attribute importances (std. dev.)
Germany
Attribute

TCA/HB

CBC/HB

Poland
TCA/HB

Brand
.231* (.197) .187 (.116) .254
Flavor
.292 (.180) .279 (.133) .256
Calorie
.189 (.150) .241*** (.141) .136***
Caffeine .138*** (.134) .096 (.091) .073*
Price
.029 (.072) .103*** (.090) .097
Bottle size .122*** (.090) .094 (.061) .184***

CBC/HB

(.160) .256 (.192)
(.125) .255 (.170)
(.083) .105 (.086)
(.061) .061 (.065)
(.071) .186*** (.140)
(.080) .137 (.121)
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degeneration. The internal validity of TCA/HB was 0.767 (averaged R2 across
respondents) for the German sample and 0.418 for the Polish sample. Please
note, as in Baier et al (2015) for TCA and CBC/HB, the “lower quality" of
the Polish data. The internal validity of CBC/HB (see Baier et al, 2015) was
0.647 (averaged root likelihood value across respondents) for the German and
0.598 for the Polish sample. However, the respondents with a low model fit
were not removed from the further analyses since we explicetely wanted to
demonstrate the ability of the different procedures to deal with the “low data
quality" problem.
Afterwards, for comparison reasons, the estimated part worths at the respondent level were standardized in the usual way so that – for each respondent
in each experiment – the maximum possible value for a stimulus is 1 and the
minimum 0. Also the individual attribute importances in each experiment were
calculated via the difference of the highest and the lowest part worth for levels
of the corresponding attribute. Table 1 gives the averaged part worths for all four
experiments (TCA/HB, CBC/HB in Germany and Poland) and also averaged
importances. From Table 1 one can easily see, that – more or less – the results
across nationality (also: “data quality", see above) and methods are similar:
“Flavor" is – on average – the most important attribute when selecting colas,
followed by “brand" and “calorie". The importance of “price" differs between
German and Polish consumers but also between TCA/HB and CBC/HB. So,
e.g., with CBC/HB, the importance of price is much higher than with TCA/HB.
This can be partly ascribed to the well-known fact that “simple" or “quantifiable" attributes are more looked at in the choice than in the ranking setting (see,
e.g., Karniouchina et al, 2009; Baier et al, 2015), but also to the constraining of
the price parameters during TCA/HB estimation.
The most important comparison deals with the predictive validity. Here the
responses to the holdout choice tasks (identical in all experiments) have to be
compared with model predictions (assuming that the respondent selects the
stimulus with highest predicted sum of part worths in each holdout choice set).
There are two possibilities to calculate them: One could control all holdout
choices (including the selections of the no-choice option, in total n=9,880
selections) or one could control only the holdout choices where a holdout
stimulus was selected (excluding the selection of the no-choice option, in total
n=7,803 selections). The fair comparison would be the second one (see, e.g.,
Karniouchina et al, 2009; Baier et al, 2015), since TCA resp. TCA/HB do not
collect data to predict the no-choice option, only CBC resp. CBC/HB are able
to give such predictions.
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Table 2 First Choice Hit Rates (FCHR). (TCA/HB=Hierarchical Bayes Traditional Conjoint Analysis,
CBC/HB=Hierarchical Bayes Choice-Based Conjoint Analysis); “With NC" stands for all choices of
respondents in the holdout tasks including the no-choice selections, for “Without NC" the no-choice
selections are excluded; a binomial test was applied to compare the results: FCHR of one method was
assumed and checked whether FCHR of the other is higher; *: significant at a=.05, **: at a=.01, ***:
at a=.001
First Choice Hit Rates
Germany

Poland

Holdout choices considered TCA/HB CBC/HB TCA/HB CBC/HB
With NC
Without NC

.456
.648

.710***
.726*

.339
.378

.335
.323

So, for the second one, in Germany, CBC/HB outperforms TCA/HB with
First Choice Hit Rate (FCHR, the percentage of correctly predicted selections in
the holdout choice sets) values of 0.726 (for CBC/HB) and 0.648 (for TCA/HB).
The TCA/HB value is better than the value 0.626 for TCA in Baier et al (2015),
but still worse than CBC/HB. See Table 2. In the Polish experiments, TCA/HB
(FCHR=0.378) outperforms CBC/HB (FCHR=0.323). See Table 2. However,
since the FCHR values for the Polish experiments are very low, one should
nevertheless conclude that CBC is superior with respect to prediction, especially
in “high data quality cases".

5 Conclusions and outlook
The analyses have shown, that – especially in “high data quality cases" – for
choice predictions, CBC/HB outperforms TCA and also – as a result of this
paper – TCA/HB. However, especially in markets with “low data quality", the
TCA/HB approach competes well, especially when the no-choice options are
neglected. Of course, the comparisons between traditional and choice-based
methods have not come to an end, one needs more such comparisons.
However, already from the comparison in this paper, one can draw ideas
for methodological improvements: The main improvement with respect to
predictive accuracy but also with respect to model fit comes from the motivation
of the respondents to answer the questionnaires carefully. The “low data quality"
problem in the Polish samples can only partly be compensated by the better
HB estimation procedure. So, it seems that improvements that focus on better
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data collection and respondent motivation procedures are of higher value for
marketing research practice than better parameter estimation procedures.
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